
Lecture 3
Thermodynamics

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/physics/thermodynamics
Chapter 15 of Giancoli

Khan Academy: ”Heat can be useful, but it can also be annoying. Understanding 
heat and the flow of heat allows us to build heat sinks that prevent our 
computers from overheating, build better engines, and prevent freeway 

overpasses from cracking.”



How heat is transferred



How heat is transferred

Conduction is the process by which heat energy is transmitted 
through contact with neighbouring molecules.
• Air and water are relatively poor conductors so most energy 

transfer occurs at surface.

Radiation is the transfer of heat energy without the involvement of a 
physical substance in the transmission.
• Energy travels from the sun to the earth by means of 

electromagnetic waves.

Convection transmits heat by transporting groups of molecules from 
place to place within a substance.
• Large and small scale rising and sinking of air masses.



How heat is transferred



Thermodynamics: physics of work, heat and internal energy.

A system is a part of the world in which we have a special interest, 
such as a gas trapped in a cylinder with a piston, or a parcel of air in 
the atmosphere. 

The internal energy (U) of a system can be changed by doing 
(mechanical) work (W) on it; in the atmosphere this is done by 
changing the volume. 

The internal energy of a system can also be changed by transferring 
heat (Q) as a result of a temperature difference between system 
and surroundings.  

Thermodynamics



First law of thermodynamics is a statement of 
the conservation of energy.

∆U = Q−W

• ∆U is the change in the internal energy
• Q is the heat added to the system

• heat added is +
• heat lost is –

• W is the work done by the system
• work done on the system is –
• work done by the system is +

Thermodynamics



Work = Force x distance

Work done on an object raising its height?
Using F = ma with acceleration due to gravity (g), 

W = Ep = mgh
This is gravitational potential energy, where h is height above surface

What about in terms of pressure and volume for air masses in 
atmosphere?
We know that  P = F/A
∴ W = P A D = P∆V

Work done



Internal energy is the energy in a system arising from the relative positions and 
interactions of its parts.

We know from Lecture 2 from kinetic theory of gasses about the average kinetic 
energy of molecules!
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Internal energy of an ideal gas



For a monoatomic gas internal energy is the sum of the translational kinetic 
energies of all the molecules, 

U = 3
2 kT =

3
2 nRT

Atoms can move in 3 independent directions: x, y, and z.
Therefore we can associate on average an energy of ½kT per atom for each degree 
of freedom (i.e., ½RT per mole with each degree of freedom).

But molecules can rotate and vibrate! For example, a diatomic molecule can rotate 
about 2 independent axes  → 5 degrees of freedom (3 translational in x, y, z 
directions and 2 for rotation)

When the rotations are excited in a diatomic molecule:

U = 3
2 nRT +

2
2 nRT =

5
2 nRT

Internal energy of an ideal gas

Monatomic = single atom, e.g, He
Diatomic = molecule with two atoms,

e.g., H2, O2, N2, etc



When heat flows into an object the temperature will rise (assuming no 
phase changes, like melting).  The amount of heat required to raise the 
temperature of a mass m by ∆T is given by: 

Q = mc∆T

where c is the specific heat capacity in J kg-1 K-1, the amount of heat per 
unit mass required to raise the temperature by one degree.

Why do we care?
Specific heat capacity gives us an indication of how much energy will be 
required to heat or cool an object of a given mass by a given amount. This 
will give information as to how long the heating or cooling process will 
take under a given supply (as well as the cost implications!)

Specific heats of gases



Two important cases: constant volume and constant pressure.

Constant volume:
QV = m cV∆T

Constant pressure: 
QP = m c) ∆T

where mass specific heats cV and cP units are J kg-1 K-1 

Can also define in terms of molar specific heats instead:
QV = m cV∆T = n McV∆T = n C- ∆T
where M is the mass on one mole in kg and units of CV and CP are J mol-1 K-1

Thus,  McV = C- and McP = C.

Specific heats of gases



Use kinetic theory and first law of thermodynamics to find CV and CP

Constant volume
• Heat ideal gas at constant volume to give temperature rise  ∆T
• No work done, therefore

Q" = ∆U
Constant pressure
• Heat ideal gas at constant pressure to give temperature rise  ∆T
• Work done W = P ∆V, thus 

Q& = ∆U + P∆V

Same ∆U in both case, therefore rearrange to get
Q& − Q+ = P∆V

Specific heats of gases ∆U = Q −W



For an ideal gas PV = nRT, or V = nRT/P, so 

∆V = nR∆T
'

Therefore  nCP∆T − nC+∆T = ,-.∆/
,

and thus CP – C+ = R
(CP larger than CV)

Constant volume: ∆V = 0 ∴ W = 0 and ∆U = QV = n C+ ∆T
For ideal monoatomic gas ∆U = 8

9 nR∆T, Thus, C+ = 8
9 R and C, = :

9 R for a 
monoatomic gas, like helium.

For diatomic gas like oxygen or nitrogen CV = :9 R and CP = ;9 R

Specific heats of gases

For oxygen: CV = 20.78 J mol-1 K-1 

and CP = 29.08 J mol-1 K-1 



Define specific heat ratio γ = #$% $&

as ratio of heat capacity at constant pressure to heat capacity at constant volume

For a monatomic gas, γ = ⁄( ) = 1.66

For diatomic gas, γ = ⁄* ( = 1.4

For triatomic (e.g., CO2), γ =1.3

As more degrees of freedom are included, the ratio decreases. As the temperature 
increases for a gas thus increasing the degrees of freedom of gas molecules in 
rotational and vibrational dimensions, the specific heat ratio decreases for the 
same molecule.

Specific heats of gases



Heat capacity and latent heat Q = mc∆T

The energy needed to evaporate 1 kg of 
water is about 5.4 times larger than the 

energy needed to heat it from 0°C to 100°C! 



If ice is heated its temperature increases according to its heat capacity. 
• Specific heat capacity of ice = 2100 J kg-1 K-1

However, when the melting temperature is reached, further energy input does 
not result in increased temperature but the solid melts. 

The energy needed to melt ice is called latent heat. It can be recovered during 
freezing. 
• Specific latent heat of melting (fusion) for ice = 333 kJ kg-1

If liquid water is heated its temperature increases according to its heat capacity. 
• Specific heat capacity of liquid water = 4190 J kg-1 K-1

When the boiling temperature is reached further energy input does not result in 
increased temperature, rather the water boils.
• Specific latent heat of vaporisation for water = 2260 kJ kg-1

Heat capacity and latent heat

L = Q/m



Heat capacity and latent heat



A phase diagram shows the 
regions of pressure and 
temperature at which the 
various phases of a substance 
are thermodynamically stable.

The phase boundaries are the 
values of p and T where the two 
phases co-exist in equilibrium.

This is for CO2. Note that the scales are not linear!

Phase diagram



At temperatures less than the 
critical point, a gas will change 
to the liquid phase if sufficient 
pressure is applied. Above the 
critical point (and this is the 
definition of the term), no 
amount of pressure can cause a 
gas to change phase and 
become a liquid. 

The triple state of matter where 
solid, liquid, and gas are in 
equilibrium is characterised by a 
temperature called the triple 
point.

This is for CO2. Note that the scales are not linear!

Phase diagram



Note the slight 
backward tilt of the 
solid - liquid phase 
boundary which is 
unique to water (and 
useful for ice skating). 

Phase diagram for water

Triple point of water = 273.16K
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PV diagram

Change in pressure (P) with respect to volume (V) for an ideal monatomic gas. 
Work done is area on graph! 



Isothermal process (constant temperature)
PV = nRT = constant

If gas is initially at A and we add heat Q, the gas will expand along the isotherm and 
will do work W = P∆V (area under graph)

Gas temperature is 
constant:

∆U = 3
2 nR∆T = 0

Therefore  ∆U = Q –W = 0 
So W = Q

Work done in an 
isothermal change equals 
the heat added.

Some thermodynamic processes



a curve on a diagram joining 
points representing states of 
equal temperature.

a line on a map connecting 
points having the same 
temperature at a given time or 
on average over a given period.

Isotherms



Isobaric process 
(pressure constant)

If gas expands at constant pressure,  the work done by the gas on the piston is 
W = P∆V

Isovolumetric process 
(volume constant)
a.k.a isochoric or isometric

For this case, ∆V = 0
Therefore W = 0

Some thermodynamic processes



Adiabatic process (no heat flow in or out of the system)

How? Good insulation, or process happens quickly with no time for heat flow. 
Example: rapid expansion of the hot gases in the cylinder of a car engine.

If Q = 0, then ∆U = -W
If gas expands, W is positive, so temperature must decrease:

∆U = 3
2 nR∆T

Gas temperature falls for adiabatic processes.

In fact: 

PV+ = constant
where γ is ratio of specific heats 

Some thermodynamic processes



Increasing temperature

PV diagram

An ideal gas remains as a gas for all 
pressures and temperatures. 
In a real gas forces between the 
molecules and the finite volume of 
the individual molecules result in 
phase changes at certain 
temperatures and pressures. 



Parameters like P, V, T, U are state 
functions- they depend on the 
state of the system and not how it 
was achieved.

Not true for Q or W!

Use a combination of state 
functions to define the state of a 
system. Only certain combinations 
allowed.

For example, for ideal gas PV = nRT

State functions



State functions Ideal gas, PV = nRT



Real gas: attraction between 
molecules and the volume of 
the molecules themselves 
cannot be ignored

State functions



State functions
Vast majority of 
substances contract 
upon freezing. A notable 
exception is water!



Atmospheric thermodynamics

Atmospheric thermodynamic diagrams are used as tools in weather forecasting. 
Analyse the state of the atmosphere from radiosonde measurements (often 
obtained with weather balloons). 

Tephigrams measure 
convective stability of an 
air mass, i.e. clouds

----------------------------------------->
Grey: isobars
Orange: isotherms
Purple: dry adiabats
Green: saturated adiabats



Summary

∆U = Q−W and how to define each of the parameters:
• Work
• Internal energy
• Heat (and ratio of specific heats)

Understand P-V diagrams and what different cases mean:
• Isothermal
• Isobaric
• Isochoric
• Adiabatic


